6. Resources

Supplementary Readings

Besides recommended textbook, please also refer to

- ReadingList of CS591 (Advanced Seminar on Data Mining)

Conference proceedings, please refer to

- Resources of CS591 (Advanced Seminar on Data Mining)

Source codes and implementations of data mining algorithms

- Source codes for Frequent Pattern Mining, Clustering, Time Series and Web Mining algorithms implemented by Chinese Univ. of Hong Kong: http://appsrv.cse.cuhk.edu.hk/~kdd/program.html
- FIMI workshops: Datasets and source codes for frequent itemset mining implementations: http://fimi.cs.helsinki.fi/
- Frequent itemset mining algorithm implementations by Bart Goethals: http://www.adrem.ua.ac.be/~goethals/software/
- Repository of implementations of UIUC data mining research package: IlliMine: http://illimine.cs.uiuc.edu/
- Graph mining algorithm implementations: gSpan and CloseGraph java implementation
- Creating data cube with Excel and text files: A tutorial An example of Excel's cube functions